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Admin and the Web: Sense or censors?
By Bob Chiarito
News Editor

In an effort to lead Columbia
into the Information Age,
Associate Academic Dean Peter
Thompson took editorial control
of the college's World Wide Web
page, our link to the Internet.
Since
March
I,
w hen
Thompson took control , half of
the computer links to Columbia
resources have disappeared from
the Web, causing many .i n the college community to take notice.
Some links were removed
because Thompson deemed them

incomplete and misleading, others because Thompson decided
they were unfit to represent the
college.
Thompson gained control of
the college's Web page after
going to Columbia's Technology
Committee and asking for the
job.
"There was a vacuum. There
was a huge .need for somebody to
save us from ourselves, and g iven
the fact that there was this real
embarrassment for a Web page, I
went
to
the
Technology
Committee and made the move,"
Thompson said.

Upon
being
accepted,
Thompson created a Teaching,
Learning
and
Technology
Roundtable group (TLTR), consisting of 12 core members and a
larger committee of full-time faculty and part-ti me administrators
and staff. Because the group is
still forming, its total size is
unknown, but Thompson said
that someday students may also
be included.
Prior to Thompson 's appointment, college groups and departments went through Gary
Phillips, Columbia's computer
services librarian, to be included

on the Web page. Phillips is still
the person who adds and deletes
items from the Web page, but
now he acts on orders from
Thompson.
For now, nothing new is
allowed to be added to the Web
page .
Thompson , w ho chairs the
TLTR, described it as a large unit
that works in small units on many
technology-related themes, one
of which is the college's Web site.
Based on other TLTR groups
around the country, its goal is to
solve problems before they
become crises. Thompson said

Famous alumni pay
·tribute to Parker

the group is large and spread out
enough to monito r the need s and
concerns o f the college. As far as
the Web page, he said hi s job is to
make sure that the college doesn 't
embarrass itsel f and that all
aspects of the college arc represented. Once a policy is put into
effect, Thompson said hi s personal role will decrease.
"Let us at least have a shallow
but broad representation so that a
prospective student can get a
sense of what Columbia is,"
Thompson said. "Then, very
soon, have people who are inter-

See Web, page2

Roommates start
as 'Friends,' turn
'Perfect Strangers'
By Leon Tripplett
Staff writer

" Fox Thing in the Morning" host Bob
Sirott and "Wheel of Fortune" host Pat
Sajak were among those who joined
Columbia College Radio/Sound Chairman
AI Parker last week to celebrate his 50th
anniversary with the school.
The famous Columbia alumni spoke at
the Chicago Cultural Center on March 14 to
a gathering of about 200 people in the GAR
Theater. Wayne Atkinson, Dick Carlson,
Cheryl Morton Langston, Parker's son Neil
and Columbia President John Duff also paid
tribute to Parker. Mayor Daley, though not
in attendance, declared March 14 "AI Parker
Day." Duff read the mayoral proclamation
to the audience.
"This poor guy," said Sajak, the event's
master of ceremonies. " Fifty years at
Columbia College and one of his bestknown students is me, best known for going
on television and saying things like, 'Yes,
there are three Rs. "'
Sirott, who graduated from Columbia in
1971, said that much of what was imparted
to him by Parker has helped him over the
years.
"It's his overall style and attitude, sense
of professionalism, the way he conducts
himself, I think that's his great influence not
only on me, but on a lot of his students,"
Siron said.
In the middle of the ceremony, a video
presentation about Parker highlighted his
history as the voice of WLS-TV Channel 7
as well as many other local bus inesses such
as Danley Builders, Nelson Brothers
Furniture, Lincoln Carpets and Mages
Sports Stores, to name a few.
It also told the story of Al's family and

west
ing the Depression, his years at Marshall
High School, fighting in World War II and
then returning in 1946 to start Columbia's
radio program. ·
While the evening's focus was to celebrate Parker's anniversary, it was not the
only reason for being there. The event's proceeds will help launch the AI Parker
Scholarship Fund to help Radio/Sound students.
"Your generous contributions and the
contributions of those who couldn't be here
make it possible for some deserving students to attend college who otherwise could
not," Parker said to the audience of former
and current students, faculty and peers.
After the ceremony, cocktails and hors
d'oeuvres were served in the Museum of
Broadcast Communications. Parker graciously thanked everyone who shook his
hand. Following the reception, d inner was
served in the Cultural Center's Preston
Bradley Hall.
R adio/Sound faculty member Hope
Daniels began planning the event several
months ago. She prepared by going into
Parker's office and asking him to tell her all
about himself. She said she had "pages and
pages" of notes. "I even had AI write some,"
Daniels said over dinner.
After the dinner, Parker was presented
with a chocolate portrait of himself, an original Wayne Atkinson watercolor painting
and a letter from WLS-TV's John Drury.
Duff then led everyone in song to celebrate Parker's 70th birthday, which was on
March 8. It was then time for the open
microphone to be passed around so everyone could have his say about Parker. Many
spoke and had a few laughs while sharing
their memories.

Columbia College's dorms, or
Residence Hall s, as college administrators prefer they be called , are visually arresting, filled with all the comforts
of home and equipped with modern
amenities to satisfy students. Adjusting
to the social atmosphere o f dorm living
however, is not as picturesque.
Unlike neighboring Rooseve lt, and
most colleges and uni versities, which
consist of traditional long hallways
lined by double rooms w ith a central
bath, Columbia is in the new age of
college living , pro viding lo ft-like
suites with semi-private bathrooms and
a casual living area.
For most students, leaving home to
liw with strangers can be difficult.
Des pite the hous ing application
requirement that asks you to explain
your personality, the match is not
always perfect.
"Non-smoker, early bird, cleans
every day," is what freshman Mike
Brookbank wrote on his dorm appl ication. Brookbank came from south suburban Homewood to room SO I,
expecting to get a feel for college li ving.
" We thought that we were compatible when we moved in together," he
recollected about his roommates.
After a short period of adjusting and
learning each other's pet peeves
Brookbank, Dennis Rodgers, Wess
Sturdevant, and Mike Olson turned
from perfect roommates to perfect
strangers.
"First impressions are very deceiving," Brookbank said.
Problems abounded among the four
roommates. Brookbank, who laid
down the rules that everyone agreed to,
felt that they were based on common
decency and common sense.
" When someone else is gone you ' re
not to be in their room, don 't go
through others' cabinets--basic rules
that I thought mos t people respected.
We fi gured out quickly that we were
not compatible," Brookbank said.
Sturdevant said he j u st didn ' t
socialize much. " It's not a dorm-type
atmosphere. I've gotten an apartment
with four people that I don't even
know,"he said.
Sturdevant would make it a habit to
leave at night with his companion, a
laptop computer, to get away from
problems that were surfacing with his
roommates. One of the major proble ms
Sturdevant and his roommates encountered was the phone situation, common
at most colleges and universities. But

See Dorm, page 4
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Colu01bia enters the talk show ring
part of life for me. When I get the opportUnity I take it, laughter is healthy."
The second forum is a prophetic dance
performed by Lilian Pina, a second-year stuColumbia College has yet another new
dent
majoring in Broadcast J ournalism.
and exci ting way to showcase student tal"I would like to be an a nchor on a
e nts. Tempo, the new hal f- hour talk show, is
Spanish channel," she said.
an all -student, in-house production run by
Pina has danced for three years and perthe "Produci ng Television Talk Show" class
forms at her Pentecostal church . The diverse
taught and conceived by Ron Weiner.
backgrounds reflect the universality of this
Weiner, who taught at Columbia in the
gospel renaissance in a variety of e thnic and
early 1970s, is in his second semester since
racial settings. The information and enterreturning. He left Columbia to direct the
tainment of the sho w provides Columbia stuDonahue show in 1974 and stayed with the
dents and their audience a c hance to create a
show for II years until it moved to New
new awareness of these expressions of the
York. Weiner now works as a freelance
gospel message.
director in Chicago on projec ts for the Erin
Gail Gainer-Sanders is president of Latter
Freeman show, manufacturing plants in the
Rain, a student organization club at
area and corporations s uc h as Price
Columbia. This has helped Sanders put the
Wa te rhouse.
show together. Everyone in the show, includWeiner returned to Columbia with the
ing the host Rebecca Swanson, belongs to
idea of a course teaching talk show producLatter Rain. The show opened with an intertion. After working with several people, the
view of Pastor Dick Ryan, the only particicourse was added to the televis ion departpant who doesn't attend Columbia. He leads
me nt.
the
Bible study and discussion meetings of
''I'm thrilled," said The resa Barrett, a
Latter Rain.
Broadcast Journalis m major
The show's first taping
and stude nt in Weiner's
was a success, despite a few
class. "Ron is a wealth o f
glitches. " I'm proud of the
knowledge. I recomme nd
energy and excitement my
this course to anyone."
class has," said Weiner.
Barrett was the associate
'They are really dedicated
producer for the first taping
to it."
o f Tempo. Som e o f he r
Ron Weiner is looking
duties included research for
for directors for Tempo. The
the s how, pulling articles
only requirement is that you
re lated to the show's topic,
be present on Wednesdays,
attracting audience members
and are in a directing course.
a nd publicity.
Weiner
If you would like to see the
assigns all of the positions
show, all stuile nts are invitand c rews , who rotate every
ed to be part o f the studio
week. and each student has
audience. For more inforto generate an idea for a tapmation, call Ro n Weiner in
ing.
the Television Department
This semester. there arc
II stude nts in the course.
or vis it the s how's taping
from
10 a.m . to noon on
Weiner is hoping for more
Wednesdays in the 600 S.
next semester. The class
Michigan building, Room
consists of j uniors. seniors
1501 , Studio A.
a nd one sophomore due to
On the set or ''Tempo," Columbia's ne w talk show.
the class' prerequisites o f
By Christine Lock

Staff Writer

''TV Studio Production II'' and "Directing 1."
The first show aired o n Wednesday,
March 13 and was produced by Gail GainerSanders, a senior and Television major.
" I would like to produce my own talk
show someday," she said.
The first topic was "Gospel Renaissance
in C reative Arts and E ntertai nment." The set
consists of a raised platform with an orie ntal
rug, a love seat and matching c hair, plants
and a glass panel with purple light shining
through. The set has the feeling of "someone's living room." The class voted on the
set and it will be the same throughout the
semester.
The show that Sanders produced dealt
with how American Christians are interpreting a nd incorporating this revival of religious faith in their artistic expression. The
show cons isted of two forums. One was
stand-up Christian comedian Mary Harmo n,
a marketing management major at
Columbia. She has performed on "Liberty
Hour," county jails and churches. She is
doing this because she feels that " it is a fun

Columbia's Web page has grown unchecked like a weed, and administration
W eb .• has
decided to take control--but procedural questions remain unanswered

Continued from page 1
ested in this issue bring together a
policy."
Thompson said he anticipates
completing Columbia's Web page
by the end of lhe semester, but in
a me mo obtained by the
Chro nicle. one TLTR group
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member described its actions so the syllabi from the Te levision
far as fast and impulsive. 'The Department link. he removed the
college seems to be in a panic entire link. As of this writing,
about what is allowed o n the there is no a nnouncement stating
Web."
that the site is under construction
Among the first moves the. . and the Televisio n Departmef!t
TLTR group made was removing was given no time frame for
several computer links to being back on the Web page. But
Columbia resources from the col- Thompson said a listing of acadelege's We b page. Links to faculty mic de partments will be up soon.
openings
at
Columbia 's
Tho mpson listed his reasons
Academic Departme nts, a strate- for removing the links: the listing
gic plan for the development of of facu lty openings only coninformation technology, and the tained one entry. the strategic plan
Center for Black Music Research for the developme nt of informawe re all eliminated . The only tion tec hnology contained sens iadded link was Columbia 2, tive ma te rial and sho uld not have
whic h includes a mission state- been on the Web page in the first
ment, a message fro m Preside nt place and the Center for Black
Duff and a registration form.
Music Research's pugc contained
According to Thompson, the no infonnation. C MBR members
link to Columbia's academic refused to comment o n the issue.
de partments
was
re moved
"The second c hapter o f the
because it was misleading to peo- stralcgic pla nning documents
ple unfamiliar with the college.
inc luded a very candid self
"Only three academic depart- assessment that was o nly for
me nts were represented in a very inte rnal usc,'' Thompson said.
ragtag fashion," he said. "So if
Thompson said before being
you did not know Columbia, you included o n Columbia's Web
would think the college onl y pnge. the e ntire college communio ffered courses in three areas.'' ty has to understand thnt there hns
Thompson went on to say the aca- to be a real concern with clarity
demic depanme nt link would be nnd facts before being published
gone unt1l all departments had on the Web. From now o n, every
submissions.
o rganizutio n wishing to he
Ed Morris. who chai rs the included o n Columbia's We b
Televis ion Department--one of pnge must be reviewed and
the ucudemic depnrtmcnts thut uppro ved .
was removed--suid he ugrees with
'"l11erc has hcen nn essentinl
Thompson hut is unsure uhout his confusion between ilems fit for
method s.
external consumptiun nnd items
" I ngrec with l'eler thnt we fit fnr inte rnal cons umptiun ."
need to redesi~:n the We h pnge," 'llmmpsun said. "Shill' a nd stuMorris snid . " I cnlled him nnd de nts nrc internnl ren,k rship.
suid I hut I didn ' t prefer to hnve nil When you puhlish on the We h ,
our course syllnhi on lhe Weh you publish tu the world."
pnge und he snid. ' Don' t wurry
Although criterin fur II<'CCI,'·
nhout 11 hccuusc il is my inte ntion tuncc is still sketc hy, Cuhunhm
111 tnke it down nnd to put up nn
President J ohn Duff said any
ll niWUnCe/lle nl snyi ng thut the decision to de nr 11 11roup or
pnge is under w nstmction.' Nnw del>urtme nl utlnnttuncc on th<'
II he didn 't do thnl. that could he CH lc11e's Wc h J'Ujlc CUll h ll
questioned.''
uppe uled .
'lluuupsun nut only removed
"Livcryunc will jiCt u hc urin11

on it, don't worry," D uff said.
To get a decis ion overturned, a
group or department would have
to appeal to A cademic Dean
Caroline Latta and then to
Provost BeJ1 Gal). both ll)embers
of the TLTR col'e .group: Duff
would only hear appeals after
being heard by Latta and Gall.
Brian Katz, a TLTR core
group member and Columbia's
facilitator for faculty training,
said that re viewing items before
being added to the college's Web
page is not equivalent to censorship.
" It is not censorship, it is an
editorial policy,'' Katz said. "A.
newspaper has an editor •• how is
an editor different from a censor?"
While most items up for cons ideration for publication on
Columbia's Web page an: only
read by students a nd staff,
J ournalism Depjlr11T1ent Chair Nat
Lehrman, using the Columbia
Chronicle as an example, said
that Thompson's job of deeming
things fit or unfit to represent the
college shouldn' t apply.
" Nobody tries to direct what
goes into the paper in its consumption by the college community a nd I don 't think anyone
should go near it when it goes out
to the Web," Lehrman said. "It is
u student paper. not a public relations document for the college."
C urrently. the C hronicle cannot he uccesscd through the col·
lc~c·s Web ~1ge. but Thompson
s1nd it w1ll bo linked to
Columhin's Web (lllgC within the
nunns of s tudent ncws pnpcrs at
o ther cullcj,\es nnd universilios.
Although 1llompson's ¥roup
is still in its infuntilc St!\iC, II has
nmd ~ si~niti c unt eli ngcs to
Columbifl s Web pnac. Whethtt it
mcnns Slllvution lor 11 poorly conslnll'tcd We h plliO or censorship
of II Wuh PfitlC thftl WAS improvinll, nm111lns to be st\Cn.
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Columbia College Chicago Presents:

Women's Voices
A Celebration of Women's History
March
18

19

zo

Zl

Z5

Z7

Z8

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Monday

Wednesday

Thursday

II :00-1:00 p.m.
Documentary
Film:
6!J!! Mcn<lieta:
Ti!l!I!! de F1!91o
With Ncreitla
Garcia-Ferraz,
Director and
Raqucl Mcn<lieta
Hokin Gallery

II :IXI-12:1XI p.m.
"WO!lk.'ll
anti <Hobal
Conncctiomf'
With Jennifer
I lilt, Guest
Spcak<.T
Room 7119
Wahosh

2:1XI-3:00 p.m.
"Unncing in the
Light"
Featuring Nnno
ShineflugDance
Perfonnancc
Hokin Annex

II :OOa.m.
"Who Owns the
House Anyway?!
Women and the
Culture of
Building in West
Africa"
With lkem Okoye,
professor or Art
History,
Northwestern
University
Hokin Hall
l:tXI-4:00 p.m.
Songs, Stories,
ontl Spi.rituals
With Ur. Jean
Lightfoot, Dean of
Students and
Emily Hooper,
StoryTeller
llokin Gallery

I :00-2:00 run.
A Poetry Rending
by Gwendolyn
Brooks
Ferguson Theater

u

5:00-7:00 p.m.
Opening
Celebration
Reception
Photographic
Images of Women
by Women
With Karin
Austin,
Percus..c;ionist
llokin i\Jmex

5;1Kl - 7:1Ml p.m.
Chicngo Womc"'
of
1\ccumplishmcnt
PancJ Discus.~ion
with: Dr. Gloriu
Jackson I Jncon,

llclcn Vultlcz
Modcratur:
Christine
Somcrvill
!Iukin 1\nnex

Sponsored by:
Student Life and Development

5:00-7:00 p.m.
The Belle of
Amherst
A One woman
play based on the
life of Emily
Dickinson
Pcrfonncd by:
Gigi Buffington
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Donn. from page 1
in room 80 I, it was the case of the miss- been with Riggs also, who
ing phone money--$400 to be exact.
he said didn' t come by to
Like many colleges, Columbia is not talk to them for over a
responsible for phone payments, but is just month.
"We never saw him. He
the facilitator. When students "skip out"
on paying the phone bill as Olson accused was supposed to come
Brookbank of, the other students are faced over and talk to us and
with the responsibility of paying the bill. check the apanments out
Ironically, the phone bill was in Olson's for possible problems,"
name.
Brookbank said.
Riggs admitted that
When confronted by his roommates,
Olson said the check got lost in the mail. last-di tch efforts could
The other roommates, not swayed by the have been made to save
story. dubbed Olson a liar. Eventually, the face between the resiroommates called Olson's mother. asking dents. But like many resiher to pay his pan of the phone bi ll. Soon dent assistants, there isn't
thereafter, tensions reached a fever pitch much time to perform all
their duties. By Riggs'
between Olson and his roommates.
'The phone bi ll was in my name. why own admission, he didn' t
would I want to mess up my own credit?"" mediate like he sho uld
have.
Olson said.
"I heard it thro ugh
Olson felt that Brookbank. who laid
other
people,.. Riggs said.
down the rules and spearheaded the crack"
But
they never came to Students who live in dorms, like the ones a bove, oft~n face
down on Olson, was not treating the situation like an adult.
me in the first place."
wide array of social activities to keep resRoosevelt University, which has tradi- idents active. Columbia offers several
"It got to a point that we were about to
get physical between myself and Mike," tional dorms, experiences many of the panel discussions, such as one on the OJ.
Olson said.
same dorm pangs as Columbia.
Simpson verdict, which drew many to talk
During the conflict Rodgers found himRoosevelt student Prince Akbar lives in about race relations. Some of the male resself acting as the unofficial resident assis- the dorms and is currently staying with an idents in Columbia's dorms go to Grant
tant when o ne couldn' t be found. In the international student from Kenya.
Park and play football, a way to get more
"I was very speci fic with my applica- involved with others in the dorms.
end Olson moved out.
''I just had to get o ut, there was too tion and it's worked out pretty good," he
Roosevelt offers activities dealing with
much going o n," he said. " No one ever said
international students and eating disorders.
came to me, it was always said behind my
Akbar, who is a member of the Nation
Sturdevant feels that a lot of tension
back."'
of Islam. said he wanted to room with occurs on campus because of cultural difBut that's just one of the problems of another Muslim. "I see Patrick, [Akbar's ferences. "Race relations are re flective of
living wi th strangers. For example. food is roommate) studying hard in school and he society, it has more to do with cultural difa major concern with Brookbank, who is wants to go back to Kenya and take what ferences," he said.
generous with sharing but requires that he learned here [USA) to his people," he
Rodgers explained that inevitable prol>you ask first.
said. Akbar escaped roommate problems )ems can work out if each pany makes an
'Tm not stingy with my food." he said. but couldn't allude another common prol>- attempt to contribute to the solution.
"It"s only natural that you don't eat some- Jem, cost of living at the dorms, which is Committed to quelling some of the prol>one's food and that if you do, at least let the reason he said he is not returning in the )ems, Rodgers is determined to make it
the person know," Brookbank added.
fall.
work.
Cameron Riggs, head resident assistant
Jane Sullivan, a resident assistant at
"I like the dorms, and I' m trying to
of Columbia's dorms. said that the com- Roosevelt University, refused to speak make it work. I'm tired of getting blamed
plaints of the roommates in room 80 I are about specifics on her floor but acknowl- for everything," Rodgers said.
typical complai nts of dorm residents. But edged that it wasn't easy living in the
Like most colleges and universities,
Rodgers said that Riggs. whom is also the dorms. 'There arc everyday problems that Columbia residents have the option of
resident assistant of their floor, was never are bound to happen ," she said.
washing their clothes in the college faciliaround. Brookbank's major complaint has
Both Columbia and Roosevelt offer a tated laundry room. " It's expensive to

Photo by Laura Stoecker
problems despite being d ose to school.
wash your clothes down there, so I just go
home to wash mine," Brookbank said. But
students who can't go home are forced to
use the college's fac ilities.
For the roommates who stay in 801,
some adjustments had to be made when
Olson left and a new resident, Tom Bailey,
moved in.
Brookbank said that he will be returning next semester, and if he had a choice,
he wouldn 't want to stay on the eighth
fl oor. "It's too isolated on this floor, there
are only two rooms," he said.
Sturdevant is going to apply for a residence assistant job.
Rodgers is planning to try to weather
the storm between him and his roommates
until the semester is over and hopes to
return next year.
As for Olson, who left for another
dorm, he will not be back, opting to move
into a less expensive apartment with his
new roommate.
The residents in 801 and throughout all
colleges and universities have all taken, in
one form or another, a crash course in living, cultural and patience skills that isn't
offered at ho me.

-----------------------------,
hernwann
cona-wvay
scholarship
Aie you an outstanding student? Do you IICtlvelY
demonsuate leadership ability? The Hermaim

Conaway Scbolmhip mav be for you.
The awarding of this scholarship is based on
leadership ability, academic achievement anti
demonstrated ftnancial need.

The Hermann Conaway Scholarship totals

$2000.00 for one academic year: $1000.00 tot
fall '96 and $1000.00 for spring '97.
Applleation formJ llld deta1lJ aftila))le t11r0ag11:

Ofllce of Financial Aid. 600 S. MlchlQan.
Room 303, OR
Of1lce of the Assodate Provost. tiUO :1. M.lC%Ugan.
Room300
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1996 Student Honor Exhibition
SUBMlSSlON OF WORKS

JYiay 2 & 3, 10 am to 4 pm
· & May 4, 12 am to 4 pm
-1rb '

Juried by Adam Brooks, Curator, Refco lnc. Collection
WORKS lN PROFESSlONAL,
APPLlED AND FlNE ARTS
Columbia College Art Gallery
Eleventh Street Campus
72 East Eleventh Street
EXHIBITIO~

DATES

May 17 through May 31, 1996
Columbia College Art Gallery
AWARDS

The President Purchase Award and
Vice President of Academic Affairs/
Dean of Student Services
Purchase Award

Totaling more that $3000
Detai1s for the submission of work are posted outside The Museum of Contemporary
Photography and the Co1umbia Co11ege Art Ga11ery
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EDITORIAL

WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE AN

.f\+

Persecution Post

STUDENT?

Then don't take chances!

WE HAVE ANSWERS!!
(to your
Science &
Mathematics
Questions)

FOR FREE HELP:

Visit the Science & Mathematics Dept.
Learning Center
Wabash Building

Room #511

Mon, Tue , Wed, Thu 9 am
9 am Fri
or, Ca11 663-1600, Ext. 5545
for more information.

Letters to the editor

7 pm
5 pm

THEN, SAIL RIGHT THROUGH THE SEMESTER!

At the suggestion of J. H.
Biederman, Managing Editor
of the Chronicle,
I'm
announcing the inauguration
of the "Persecution Post"-a
new Columbia College student
newspaper dedicated to the
fair and accurate reporting of
what Biederman calls "crybaby" minority issues, which are
questionably covered in the
Chronicle.
The Persecution Post will
feature pictures which one can
easily identify as having people in them, well-written articles so that the writer is able to
sustain an argument for more
than six paragraphs, and one
which will never use the word
" political correctness" as a
club by :-vhich to beat down
and silence people who are
different from what we may be
used to. The Post will be
directed to fighting hatred,
bigotry, homophobia and
racism-in many forms. In
other words, we will e ncourage an open, democratic dialogue in our letters to the ediIIUf
tor.
We will not ig'lore student
activities on campus because
we disagree with the politics,
sexual orientation, race, creed,
color, etc. Rather we will seek
to honestly report the activities of students of all kinds on
campus, whether or not we
think they are members of
"oppressed
communities"
which may have a "persecution complex" based on being
"persecuted for so long that it
becomes part of their identity." Heck, maybe they're right :
... we'll give them the benefit
of the doubt and an opportunity to prove it.
We won't sit in our "ivory
towers" and pontificate about
student groups being in their
own "self-absorbed" world
just because they point out
obvious journalistic bias. The
Persec ution Post will strive
not to patronizingly throw editorial " bones" to groups just to
say they are fair, then turn
around and denigrate them in
print because we · have the
means to do so. We take journalistic ethics seriously.
If you would like to join the
Persecution Post, come to
Lambda Force's meetings.
Veronica Drake
Lambda Force
Staff Advisor

Post-Persecution

Join us as we welcome professionals from the film and
video community to speak about the variety of career
opportunities available. A question/answer session will take
place, followed by lunch.
·
Representatives from the following fields will be appearing:
Animation
Directing
Screenwriting
Non-Linear Editing
Professional Associations
Seating for this event is limited. For more Information contact.:

Career Planning & Placement at (312) 663-1600 ext 5280.

I certainly hope that I'm
one of many literate and intelligent "oppressed" people that
were offended by John Henry
Biederman's
column
on
March II. Mr Biederman, I
know you think that you're
our very own Mike Royko, but
what you lack is humor, style
and class. As a gay man, I was
personally offended by your
column. Not because I have 11
"persecution complex," but
because you overstepped your
boundaries. The complaints
lodged by the Lambda Force
wus legitimate. The article
was poorly written, biased,
and shou ld never huve mndc it
past an editor's desk. A simple
response would hnvc been nn
npology. It's whnt I hud
expected to sec in the pnpcr.
lnstcnd, there is the runting of
some straight white "munnging editor" who thinks every one needs to know his opin-

ions. Managing editors should
MANAGE, not show their
own bias to various social and
ethnic communities. Secondly,
· (and I promise to keep this
under four
pages, Mr
Biederman, seeing as how you
have a difficult time reading
long cohesive arguments) as a
gay WHITE man, I was
offended that you decided not
to just cast your bias over just
gays and lesbians, but over all
ethic racial and minority
groups. It's true that a persecution complex can and does
exist, but usually there is some
strong reason for its existence
(hmmm, perhaps slavery, the
holocaust maybe. I just don't
know why all these people feel
• persecuted!) and in identifying
it in an inflammatory way, you
only succeed in pouring more
gas on the flames. I mean, it is
one thing to dislike political
correctness, that seems to be
the new national backlash. But
it's quite another to be meanspirited and bigoted. Next time the Chronicle prints an
article about the Lambda
Force, how about doing your
job and editing it. Or will you
be too busy campaigning for
Buchanan, Mr Biederman?
Eric Smith
Senior and
"Self-Absorbed" Fag

Vending Machine
Victim
I wish to call your attention
to the rising number of
instances where the school's
vending machines are ripping
off students. We would all like
to know what the administration is going to do about this
out of control problem. One
solution which I think would
put an end to the problem
would be to make all snack
foods and liquid refreshments
free to students with a valid
10. Another solution might be
to have actual human vendors
patrol the hallways with those
peddle carts.
Even when the machines
don't rip you off, there are
many times when you receive
the candy only to find that
someone has taken the bite out
of your treat. How would you
like to get a Three Musketeers
bar with a bite mark at the end
of it?
What really put me over the
edge was when I selected a
brownie from the machine on
the 13th floor of the 600 building and a petrified rat dropped
out into the retrieval chute.
After I threw up in the bathroom, I started writing this letter. Please help us. We are just
dying out here. Help. Help.
T.Wec:kerle
Television major

The Chronicle invites
readers to send letters
and comments to the editor. Please direct all correspondence to:
Letters to the editor,
Room 802, 623 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, IL 60605.
You may also send e-mail
to:
Chronicle@dns.colum.edu
Letters may be edited for
clarity and length.
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How's
Your
Steak?

Stuff
From
Staff

John Henry

Bob Chiarito
News Editor

Biederman
Managing Editor

Forecaster Disaster
" Not now, John, I've
gotta watch the
weather." I hear that
all the time. The strange thing is,
most of the people who have to see
the weather are those who don't
need to know it. Most of us don't
work outside, and for most of the
year in Chicago, none of us are
planning picnics. Still, it's an
obsession.
What makes it more bizarre is
that good sense demands we look
outside each morning to make sure
we're dressed properly. We'll put
off something as good as sex to see
a forecast we don' t trust

Hmm.
I conducted a survey of just
how accurate weather forecasts
are. Fo r o ne month, Monday
through Friday, I kept track of the
temperature and precipitation forecasts, by the Tribune and the SunTimes alternately. I rated "sameday" forecasts through " five-days,"
and compared the predictions to
the actual weather. I gave a leeway
of I 0 degrees between high and
low temperatures, and one " level"
for precipitatio n. If trace snow was
predicted, for instance, I wouldn't
count it wrong if there was actuai. IY. none.
'· Cfve rall, 73 pe/Cerir of all forecasts were wro ng. " Same-day"
forecasts did the best (only 59 percent wrong) while, for some reason, the two-day forecasts came
out worst: One hundred percent
were wrong.
Hmmm.
I got Tom Bobula, weather
director at WBBM-Channe l 2, on
the blower. Tom, altho ugh unable
to full y explain our affection for
weather, knows where his came
from. "When I saw the tornado in
the Wizard of Oz, it scared the
devil out of me. Since then, I've
always been interested in weather."
We know if there was a Jot of
snow after a given day, but any
newspaper or TV station that doesn' t do a big story on it loses out. I
called Bobula during the week of
March 4, when snow was falling
like the careers of the members of
New Kids on the Block, and he
said, " It's a big deal. Well, we have
to make a big deal o ut of it :myway."
Me teorology is improving. And
Bobula points o ut that it's important.
" When you look at old records,
weather has always been weird,"
he said. " But really strange things
have happened in recent years," he
said. 'The Greenhouse Theory is
showing credence."
And people are quick to point
out that extreme weather warnings
have been proven to save Jives.
Still, it's a frightening commentary: There are some people who,
literally, have to be to ld to come in
from the heat o r cold.
I place weather m ania in the
same category as astro logy, on
some levels. In the bac k o f their
heads, people know you can't place
much faith in the predictions, but
they want desperately to believe.
Tom's a g reat guy. I regained
my hope in meteorology, and think
we have to keep trying. Still, I'd
like to go back to the old forecasts,
where puppets and women in lingerie gave the TV forecasts. ·
"I'd rather not see a return to
those things," Bobula said.
But maybe there's still hope for
even that. After the '90s, anyway.

Psychic soluttiort"t
ast week I had lunch with
a sister of o ne of my
friend's. The friend I am
referring to died about a month ago,
leaving a loving family and hordes
of friends wondering why.
In her own efforts to find a reason, my friend's sister sought the
advice and infi nite wisdom of a
psychic. I knew, before she spoke
another word, exactly what the psychic said.
The psychic told her that her
brother had served his purpose on
earth and o ther lines of the same
sort. Basically, what she wanted to
hear and although not wrong, not
correct. Not at all.
It seems to me that overall, psychics are filled with as much wisdom as a grapefruit. The only spirit
they are in touch with is the spirit of
the almighty dollar.
Before I dedicate the remainder
of this column to exposing psychics
as who they are, (escaped 7-11
workers), Jet's pretend a little.
Let's pretend that Columbia
College is not an institution, rather
it is a person. Let's also pretend that
this person went to renown psychic
Madam Ifo 0 . Sheet to have the
secrets of the future unlocked.
Obviously the first question Mr.
Columbia would ask would be,
"Am I always going to have a
ridiculously stupid academic calendar?"
Of course, Madam 0. Sheet
would say "In your future I see the
fall semester beginning in late
August and ending in December.
Naturally, the spring semester
would begin in January and end in
May."
The next question Mr. Columbia
would ask is "Do you see registration problems in the future?"
To that question, Madam 0 .
Sheet would reply "I see competent
employees working for you, along
with a system of telephone registration. With that in your future, all
your registration problems will be
gone."
Mr. Columbia would then proceed to ask "Will my elevators ever
be safe, fast and a joy to ride in?"
To that question Madame 0.
Sheet would say " Yes, I see a day
when the elevators will be lighming
quick. In fact, you will kill two
problems with one effort by hiring
all the home less vagrants that hang
around outside your buildings to
clean and operate the elevators."
Mr. Columbia, perplexed by
how he would pay the homeless for
their services, would then ask
"How will I get the money to pay
them?"
"That is obvious to me,"
Madame 0. Sheet would say. "You
will have a super cash stash because
tuition will be a super value, almost
a steal."
Mr. Columbia, not clear on how
he could decrease the cost of tuition
in the future, would then say "Wait
a minute Madame 0. Sheet. Please
tell me how I can lower tuition."
Madame 0 . Sheet, wondering
how Mr. Columbia could be so
blind, would reply: "You silly guy,
your employees will come to work
daily and work 40 hours a week,
even that Gall lad. That will save
you thousands of wasted dollars
every year."
But of course Madame Ifo 0 .
Sheet would li ve up to her name
and, like psychics, she would be
wrong.

L

Caught in aWeb of red tape
F

unny that at Columbia College Chicago, sought out by many as the most liberal

~'f arts schools in the city, administration is taking editorial control of our World

Wide Web page, citing reasons which include "saving us from embarrassment"
and making our image suitable for a worldwide audience.
In a front-page news story ("Admin and the Web: Sense or censors?"), News Editor
Bob Chiarito writes of how organizational problems surrounding our World Wide Web
site are being solved, in our opinion, through a hasty, power-mongering move that threatens to do more harm than good to the free expression of students.
Since March I , one man, Academic Dean Peter Thompson, has had what amounts to
dictatorial control over what the college is allowed to say to the world through the Web.
Many links have been outright removed-some, according to Thompson, because they
were incomplete and/or misleading and others because they were deemed "sensitive" or
"unfit to represent the college."
, .. ·~·
· Thompson insists that his personal role will..~ctease once a policy is put into effect,
and he has created the Teaching, Learning and Technology Rountable (TLTR) to develop parameters for deciding what can and cannot be placed on our site. Thompson seeks
to assure us by saying that someday students may be involved as well.
President Duff, too, is quick to attempt a quenching of our fears, indicating that anyone denied admittance will be allowed an appeal. That appeal, however, would have to
go through Academic Dean Caroline Latta and Provost Bert Gall, both members of the
TLTR- some of the very people who made the initial decision.
Perhaps all of Columbia's administration should be required to retake American history courses, focusing on the "di vision of powers" clauses in our Constitution.
Journalism Department Chairman Nat Lehrman believes that the Chronicle, but one
Columbia institution recently fallen prey to Thompson's link-slashing, is well qualified
to decide what it publishes--electronically and otherwise-stressing that our paper is not
another public relations tool for the college.
Some skeleton of organization is undoubtedly necessary for Columbia's World Wide
Web site.We believe that the solution can be found within Lehrman's reasoni ng. We, the
students and faculty comprising our respective academic departments, are the ones most
capable and educated in our respected methods of expression. And we are the ones who
should rightfull y have the final decision of what we will say to the world.

Laying the veto on the line
t long last, Congress is focusing its attention on a matter of government efficiency. Between the partisan quibbling over debt ceilings and the "we know
what's best for you" bills (v-chips, abortion restrictions, etc.), GOP congressmen have managed to reach an agreement- between both houses no less--on a bill to
enact a line-item presidential veto.
The line-item veto is a long-overdue measure for legislative sanity, allowing the
Presidentto accept or reject individual proposals in a bill approved by Congress. A blanket line-item provision would prevent unrelated, and often stealthy, legislation from
becoming law simply because it is tacked on to an unrelated bill. For instance, President
Clinton was recently forced into requiring the dismissal of HIV-infected military personnel simply because it was attached to an otherwise sound piece of legislation. A similar situation occurred with Gov. Edgar's approval of employers' right to monitor
employees' phone conversations.
In this case, the line-item veto at issue would only apply to spending bills, allowing
the President to cut or reduce (but not increase) particular allotments. But it's a step in
the right direction. Legislative proposals should not mix measures and morals, and politics should be less a game and more an intellectual process.
The line-item veto has mixed prospects for ever becoming law, but its serious discussion is a credit to Bob Dole (R-Kan.) and the GOP. Although its stalemate of almost a
year was largely due to partisan politics (the extra executive power would currently go
to a Democratic President), serious work on the proposal shows that our legislature is
capable of improving our tangled political system.
Hats off to Congress, for a change. Now, if someone would only propose doing something about that silly filibuster thing ...
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By J ackie Gonzalez

proof. The building also has
"pigeon protection" in order to
discourage pigeons from perchFor months, plywood covered ing on the facade, and Spertus
the windows of the Spcrtus followed guidelines set out by
Institute of Jewish Studies, the United States Humane
which were broken by vandals. Society.
Columbia students o n their way
There is no significant meanto classes recently
may have ing behind the circu lar facade
noticed that the building has stone wall, but there is a reason
been given a new look and now behind the renovation of
adds beauty to Michigan Spertus. "The building didn '!
say who we were," said Cutler.
Avenue.
The Institute has changed the Another reason for a change was
front of its building from a dis- that they needed a new image
play of photographs of Spcrtus and to be more modernized,
activities to an ivory colored Cutler said.
Spertus came upon the idea of
marble wall.
Spcrtus began the renovation the stone facade for two purposproject to the front of 618 S. es. They no longer wanted their
Michigan Ave. in the fall of 1994 windows to be vandalized and
when a commiuee interviewed they wanted a warm, inviting
10 architectural firms for a atmosphere for the public. The
design that best suited Spertus. window display told a story
The commiuee liked the design about Sper!us, but never invited
of Solomon Cardwell Buenz onlookers into the facility. This
who renovated the Chicago was something that Cutler wantHilton and Towers. and all C rate ed to change because he wants
and Barrel stores. " We were people to venture inside the
very impressed by the work they building and see what it is all
had created for other clients and about.
knew they wo uld do great things
The Minnesota Northern Buff
with our space," said Marvin Stone is circular so that those
Cutler, Director of Finance and who are walking north on
Administration at Spcrtus.
Michigan Avenue will be
Phase one of the two-year inclined to follow the wall into
construction plan for Spcrtus the building and discover what is
was completed with the circular inside. The stone also has the
stone facade on the face of the Spcrtus logo etched into heavy
building. Phase two will be tapestry which is a name with
completed in the fall of 1996 "The light of education"
with the remode ling of the Asher imprinted in Hebre w underLibrary. the Chicago Jewi sh neath . The name represents that
Archives. Spcr!us Museum gal- there should be eternal light.
Spcrtus offers many things to
leries and Spcrtus College.
Anothe r part that will be the public such as a tribute to
under construction is the sculp- those who died in the Holocaust.
ture garden that IS now a vacant Gov. Jim Edgar o pened that
lot
between
Columbia's exhibit last year in Jul y. There is
Michigan bui lding and Spcrtus. also an artifact center which
This space will offer more sculp- offe rs the c hance to explore
archeology.
tures for public viewing.
Before construction began on
The building that houses
the building the comm iuee Spcrtus was built in 191 3 and
decided on a few things that they once belonged to IBM which
wanted the stone facade to incor- used the building for office
porate such as being sprayed space. IBM left in 1974 making
with Silosc:al making it graffiti- it a home for Spcrtus.
Stoff Writer

WHAT:
The Spertus
Institute of Jewish
Studies new ivory
marble wall which is
a graffiti-proof treat
for the eyes.
WHERE:
618 S. Michigan
Avenue

Photos by Natalie Bauaglia

Nick Cave coiDinits the perf-ect criine
By Rob England
Correspondent
AI this time last year, the di va of darkness, PJ
Harvey, released '1'o Bring You My Love." The album
offered an ho nest, a lbeit gloomy story of love and the
loss thereof. In all its dark glory it was hailed as one o f
the year's best.
Now, Harvey ·~ male counterpart Nick Cave has
decided to tell what he sees in darkne•s. Cons idered a
pioneer in the field o f gloom by many. his entire music
career h a.~ been spent lcXJk ing at the down side of
thing..~. From his initia l inca rnation, The Birthday
Party, to his current band, The Bad Seeds. songs
expressi ng a po•iti ve message arc few and far between.
Muc h i• the same o n the band '• latest release,
" Murder Ballad •." Tbc a lbum contain~ exactly what
the lllle prom1 sc• - dark . dreary •cmg• in which murder i• commonplace. fn; tead of pre1<enting hi1melf as a
hom1dda l maniac, though, Cave come• aero~~ a~ the
expert narrator, here to he lp the listener understand
why Cfl me• like th ~< nccur and the e ffects they often
have.
Tbc 11pemng track, ironically titled "Song of Joy," is
an excelle nt example of thi • . On "Joy," Cave te ll • the
talc of h ~< w1fc a nd childre n'• grue•omc murde r. lie i ~
~pare< ! . on ly to be tortured by the words the killer
'l<..rihblcd on the wall •. from " f'aradl <e LoH!" by John
M1lton
Cave play• all 'l{trt• of role• on " Murder Ballad~" 
l>ftcn the murdere r. .rm1c l1mes ju•l a by• tandcr. and
even the vicum in " lle nry Lee" (he I~ killed by u Jeul·
I>U\ wmnan, •ung by Polly Jeun Harvey).
The tale• of doom and de•palr c limax with " Whe re
The Wild kcffi!• Grow." A haunting duel with Cnve und
the queen of the " Locomotion," Kylle Minogue , the
te lh the •tmy o f murde re r and murderee.
Minogue play• the mle 11f the Innocent "wild ro~c"

"'"g

named Elisa Day who is swept away by Cave and his
seemingly good intentions. Like all of Cave's compositions, though, he has a dark ulterior moti ve. As Elisa
Day sits upon the roses waiting for her lover she
recalls, "The last thing I heard was a mu!!e red word/
As he stood above me with a rock in hi s fist. " But. similar to most of the crimes presented on the album, Cave
refuses to let this he another senseless homicide. "As I
kissed her goodbye, I said 'All beauty must die' / And

different style.
Like any talented story teller, Cave excels at the
detailed development of his characters. From "that bad
motherfucker called Stagger Lee" who kills to maintain his brutal image. to poor Mary Bellows, whose
punishment for leaving home and trusting strangers is
o ne of death, Cave creates a wide variety of characters
which helps to keep each song fresh.
In "The Curse Of Millhnven" Cave plays Loretta.
the town misfit identified as a murderer. Not only does
she kill half of the town. but she the n sings about it
gleefully - u fee ling Cave and The Bad Seeds capture
with the supporting up-bent polka music.
Thi s song is joined hy the operutic grundeur of
"Song of Joy," the folk infused " Henry Lee." and the
strnight blues of "Crow J11nc." It is this diversity that
nllows Cove's sntiricn l gloom 10 be poignant and poetic rnthcr thnn simply gloomy.
The album concludes with 11 " We Arc The World"like version of Bob Dylnn 's "Dcnth Is Not The End"
frum 191lK's "Down In The Groove." Featuring
Minogue. Hurvcy. Shnne MacGowan nnd an army of
fellow glomn-rodcrs, thll tunc Utkcs o n 1\ diiTcnmt
meaning thnn originally inh:ndcd.
The optimist would pmbnhly view " Denth Is Not
The 6 nd" 11s 11 promisinl! insij!ht into the 111\ct-life. No
mutter how dis11strous your life Ill!\)' hnvc been prior m
dc111h. ymar spirit will Jll'\lsp:r In the worry·~ af\w.

lire.

lent duwn nnd planted n ru8e between her teeth."
Where mu~t Mlburns suffer from tho lncvltohlo lot•
down uftcr such Intense emotion. "Murder Bllllllds" Is
t~blc tu huld thnt l11tcnslty 111 n conAinnt level for the
whole or thcalhurn . This Is ca~y for Cave bcCIIU~O ea~h
xung Is presented with n shttplo, tomtcnlcd story nnd n

CliVe's version. however, seems to offur a nnlnaly
llrcury ultornntlve where death m11y be the end ot llf~,
but the spirit will huvo to de11l with the evils fur ~"
nity.
Sure It mll}l be In tens And" little too cleop fur mlny
listeners. It 11lso may be 11 bh tao altoaorkill fur ~
not willing to dive lntu the lyrlcza, 8ui alloveall, Cive's
dork wurld slnlply mlllhl f'l'l&httll DtOO!t. FoftuMttly
rur ChVIl, his dAtlt.e~l 11mtlU\IIt Is ai.O Ill• britl\tQt,
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'The Truth' coiDes out at Ca e Voltaire
By John Henry Biederman
Managing Ediror

"The Truth," produced and directed by
Columbia graduate student Elizabeth Ward,
seeks to explore the title subject through three
small plays, each written by a separate playwright. The presentation marked the debut of
Ward 's OverBored Productions. Dubbed as thematically related plays, the three are so loosely
related that it's impossible to review "The
Truth" without looking at each separately.
In "Curse the Darkness," a young couple
argues the validity of organized religion. Set in
the couple's bedroom at night, a deep discussion ensues after Tracy (Tiffany Peterson)
expresses worry over the afterlife fate of a
friend 's grandfather. Tracy thinks the man will
go to hell because she forgot to light a prayer
candle as pan of a Catholic ritual and Mark
(Danny Ahlfeld) proceeds to ridicule the overall concept of religion.
Edward J. Underhill, an attorney and the
play's author, has won the Chicago Lawyer
Fiction Contest, but judging from "Curse" the
stage isn' t exactly his forte. The play is scintillating, and the intellectual themes are brilliant,
but the dialogue comes off more as essay than
drama.
Admittedly, much of the problem stems
from Peterson and Ahlfeld. Peterson seems like
she's reading from a teleprompter. At multiple
points in "Curse" she lets a giggle loose- not
because the role demanded it, but because she
couldn 't control her funny bone. Ahlfeld gave,
for the most pan, a fine performance, but he
had a problem acting out intimacy. During the
play, as the couple sits in bed, Mark makes
numerous advances towrud Tracy (hugging,
snuggling close, etc.}--all of which come
across as forced.
The ending is a tad cutesy, and it doesn' t follow the solid logic of the dialogue leading up to
it, but that's beside the point. You don' t have to
agree with Underh ill for the play to make you
think.
In the second play. "Let's Spend Mo ney,"
the opposite problem emerges: Some fabulous
performances almost save a confusing, intellectually vapid script. Three actors portray eight
characters in a Me lrose Place- like situation:
Everybody's having affairs (hctero- and homosexual) with everyone else. a couple's getting
divorced and an old man is dying.
Playwright M1chael Burke has published
sto ries in some reputable publications. but
"Money" prove~ that e'en he has a bomb now
and then. Th1 s play IS •tructured hke ·a web

tI

spun by a spider on drugs. The viewer kee~
thinking that all the parallel story lines wtll
make sense by the ending, ala "Pulp Fiction,"
but the ending is but an explosion of confusion.
Tiffany Peterson churns out plastic performances for three separate characters. Actor
Jonny Pupillo played his two characters (the
dying old man and a suicidal gay man) eloquently, but only J.D. Mathein gives a performance capable of making this mess of drama
occasionally enjoyable.
Mathein plays a doctor havi ng an affair and
a nightmare husband who has a fondness for·
shouting "Let's spend money!" Through those
three words alone, Mathein whipped the crowd
into an uproar of laughter. What's more, his
serious roles in the play moved the audience in
the opposite direction as he proved himself a
master of versatility.
"Not Seven," the final play of the trio, was
written by Elizabeth Ward herself, a former
Chronicle writer. It is an intelligent, thoughtprovoking play (if a bit too long for what it
encompasses) and, coupled with another stupendous performance by Mathein, it alone
makes ''Truth" worth the ticket price. "Seven's"
ribald story line tears stereotypes apart through
the friendship of Jody (Roiann Phillips) and
Wes (Mathein). Jody's a lesbian who embarks
on a period of one-night-stands. Wes is recently divorced and exploring homosexual leanings
with a desire for a committed, monogamous
gay relationship.
"Seven" works so well because, in addition
to a pair·of fine actors, the characters poke fun
at the straight world, the gay world and all
humanity in the process-which has the strange
but soothing effect of making the viewers feel
better about themselves.
. I have but a few complaints about "Seven."
Phillips' performance is, at times, a tad too
energetic, over-acted. And Ward plays into the
redundant, self-indulgent habit of too many
wordsmiths-taking a cop-o ut by writing about
a writer character (Wes) rather than researching
how "real" people live.
My chie f complaint, however, stems from a
more blatant disregard for a writer's duties. At
one point, through the voice of Jody, Ward
bashes Camille Paglia. "Seven" bashes everyone and everything, and Paglia is ripe for the
bashing, but Phill ips' mispronunciation of
Paglia's name is an unforgivab le blemish on the
director. It would seem that Ward is as unfamiliar with Paglia's work as most of those who
love to bash her.
Despite its naws. however. "The Truth" is
well worth seeing.

Gotta have hygiene to be a sex machine

CLASSIFIED ADS

Wuh clothes be mg
Enco urage yourself to
so revealing th1s seakeep your feet pretty by
son. you must remcm buyi ng a strappy pa ir of
ber to keep the proper
sandals. It's not necesbody hygiene . Don ' t
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sary to paint your toes if
get caught in a , Jeeveyou take ~arc o f them .
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Peters
combats
stereotypes
By Jill Scbimelpfenig
Correspondent

-

In a book written by Thomas
Jefferson in 178 4 entitl ed
"Notes o n the State o( Virginia,"
African-Ame ricans
were
labeled, among other derogatory
statements, as "distinctly inferi or in reason and dull in imagination." According to Dr. Ers kine
Peters, a professor of English at
Notre Dame Unive rsity, the
effect of such stereotyping
against African-Ameri cans, by
Jefferson and other Americans
with ties to the lite rary and
arti stic o utle ts withi n o ur
nati on, has been " the basic
denial of integrity" to a human
namel y
Africanrace,
Ameri cans.
In a two-part lectu re entitled,
"Looking
Beyond
the
Stereotype: the exampl e of
Gwendolyn Brooks," held on
March I I in Hoki n Hall, Peters
addressed the historical fo undatio ns o f A fr ican-American
stereo typing, a nd presented
exampl es of an A fri canAmerican 20th century poet,
Gwendolyn Brooks, who works
to confro nt the deeply-rooted
American view of Afri canAmericans.
Pete rs was in trod uced by
English
professor
Shei la
Baldwin, who initially thought
of bri nging the professor to
Columbi a after viewing Pc;ters
in Marlo n Rigg's video, "Ethnic
Notions," which deals entire ly
with how Afri can-Americans
ended up be ing stereotyped in
this co untry. " I had to get this
man here," she said.
The lecture was presented to
Baldwin's African-Ame rican
Cultural Experience class, but
-:was ~pen to the wu.blic in cont:· .:: · - Junchon w1th tl•s month 's
African -Ameri cati
Heritage
Celebration.
Peters began his lecture with
a musical piece entitled, " I've
Been Bucked and I' ve Been
Scorned ." He said the music
re fers to, " how [Afri canAmericans] have almost been
done in" by false perceptibns.
Peters went on to exp'lain his
perspecti ve abo ut the purpose
behind stereotyping .
He explained stereotyping as,
"a movement against conscibusness which doesn' t want you to
think o n your own. Its appeal is
to the one-dimensional mind."
The professor we nt on to represented people who fee l
explain how this process under- good about themselves and have
mines thinking and re inforces their own sense of magnifi systems of social control which cence. "The sense of splendor
carry a negative influence. on just radiates," he said.
Peters referred to this sense
both races involved. The results
are a continuation of racist per- of African splendor as, "a cosceptio ns by white people and a mic energy force and a reflecHe
continual lowering of self-con- ti on of self-esteem."
cept within the A fri can- believes the Puritans of centuries ago repressed the slave's
Americ an community, he said.
To re inforce his opinions, good self-concept and left in its
Peters took the audience o n a pl ace, by way of written combrief historical to ur of African munication, a legacy of
civilization . "We must go back demeaning stereotypes fostered
to before slavery in order to upon African-Americans that
have something to measure it the forthcoming generations of
against; a norm to model the Americans, white and bl ack,
abnormal against. Slavery is an . have been left to sort out.
The professor revealed the
abnormal model," he said.
T hrough slides of pictures common historical and onedime
nsional connotations assotaken in various parts of Eastern
Africa and Zaire, Peters ciated with African-Americans
exposed the indigenous African by depicting the many pas t
habitat. According to Peters, the "images of misrepresentati on."
well-postured men and women, More than a century ago, white
donned in beads and bright col- people contrived such caricaors with the sun gleaming off tures as Jim C row, Topsy, from
their perfectly-to ned m uscles, "Uncle Tom's Cabin," and Aunt

.fiX .I 0'- Will- {~15 VILE SERPENT I~,
Nftr HllfPI'HfN6 wea<! i€ll lwo ~IE:Nl)S .
Jemima, and subsequently these
figures came to represent typi cal African-Americans.
Furthermore, Peters bro ught
to the audience's attention a former popular art form referred to
as the minstrel tradition, depicting African-Americans as unin telligent and apt only for servi tude.This tradition that began in
1828 was coined by the professor as, "a te rrible part of
American histo ry" in which the
black man was pl ayed by a
white man because the AfricanAmerican was believed to be
incapable of such artistic fac ul ty.
Peters argued that the roots
of ste reotyping run very deep
and have had lasting, devastating effects on our society. "The
major goal of the black-faced
minstrel was to create a totalized denial of any aesthetic reality for the African-American,"
he sa id.
Also, through the false
depiction of this race as being

people whose survival is dependent solely upo n the white
man's employment, Peters said,
"We get the idea o f ' white
man's burde n."'
After expressing this comprehens ive hi storical background, Peters presen ted the
audience with a truer voice for
African-Americans, conte mporary African-American poet
Gwendolyn Brooks. He referred
to Brooks as, "a woman who
has taken mastery over her own
voice a nd wh ose identity is
stamped on her work."
Peters praised the poet for
"confronting the Amer ican
aud ience" wi th real, threedimensional African-American
fig ures in her work versus
" what Americans had previously des ired based upon old
stereotypes." By slowly reading
th rough three of Brooks' pieces,
"Negro Hero," "What Shall I
Give My Children," and "Whi te
Girls Are Pec ul iar People,"
Peters showed the audience her

commitment to improving the
self-perceptio ns within the
African-American community.
Peters made a connection
between an element of Brooks'
work a nd reality for all people.
"The poet constructs her o wn
aesthetic. One has to do this,
otherwise every morning you
get up, you look in the mirror,
and your day is already ruined,"
he said.
Concluding an interpretation
for the poem, "White Girls Are
Pec uli ar People," abo ut an
A frican-American girl who
fi nds respect for her ow n beauty
while faced with a white race
that te lls her she is not beaut iful,
Peters noted, " We must stop
internalizing the wrong or bad
aesthetic that has been put upon
us in coded message values not
meant for everyone."
Gwendoly n Brooks will be
speaki ng at Colu mbia on March
25 in the Ferguson Theater,
located in the 600 S. Mich igan
Building.
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Marvel of Marbles
By DanieUe Hirsch

Correspondenl
A reception on March 8
kicked off the opening art
exhibit, "Floating Magic
Colors: 6 Influential Marblers"
at the Columbia College
Center for Book and Paper
Arts. The month-long exhibit
will feature the work of six
Peggy
s killed
marblers:
Skycraft, Milena Hughes,
Christopher Wyman, Norma
Rubovits, Don Guyot and
Mustafa Duzgunman.
The artwork is represented
in many distinct artistic styles,
from traditional pattemd to the
abstract art-deco designs.
Colors such as red, yellow,
blue, green and violet are vivid
throughout the exhibit. The
rich display of color leaves the
viewer lost in each unique
work. Marble designs are displayed on paper, wooden
bowls, Easter eggs, stationery
and bookbinding.
Marbling on paper is lined
across the walls, whereas the
wooden bowls and Easter eggs
were arranged in glass-covered showcases. A special
highlight is a 7-square-foot
tent by Skycraft, named
"Sunrise." Its fabric is so light
that a single breath of air creates a wave of ripples in it. The
color of the tent appears to be a
mist.
golden,
shimmery
However, when viewed more
closely, the meticulous details
of marbling are evident. The
tent is modestly decorated with
beadwork and featliers. A
handmade quilt rests on the
inside of the tent.
For amateur marblers, the
procedure can be very soothing and even peaceful. For
those who make a living from
it, however, the process shifts
to painstakingly difficult.
"Marbling is a full-time job
for me," said Milena Hughes.
'There is no play time at all.
American marblers are more
diversified, and that means

more competition."
Marilyn Sward, director of
the Center, explained how it's

done: A photo tray 3 to 5 inches deep is filled with water. A
solution called carrageenan is
mixed with the water. The purpose of carrageenan is to thicken and create a heaviness in the
water. Next. acrylic paint is
dropped onto the surface of the
thickened water. A series of
combs are pulled through the
color to disperse a pattern. A
sheet of paper is coated with
alum, a solution that holds
paint onto paper. The paper is
laid down on the colored surface and the pattern of color is
transferred to the sheet of
paper. The paper is lifted off
the surface to be rinsed and
dried.
The work of marblers had
many commercial purposes
such as wallpaper. stationery,
desk accessories, silk scarves,
bookbinding and tissue boxes.
"Fi nd a niche for a marketdriven product," said Skycraft.
"Treat yourself as an economic entity and understand the
business of being an entrepreneur. Being able to read a contract, sign Joan papers,
research, keep records, marketing and product development are essential factors."
She added, "I wonder if
there is a younger generation
devoted to being artistic entrepreneurs. It takes a Jot of devo"
tion and discipline."
The work of Aiko Nakane
was also featured at the exhibit as part of the Aiko
Fel lowship. The fellowship is
awarded annually to a graduate
student in the book and paper
concentration
of
the
Interdisciplinary Arts program.
The Center for Book and
Paper Arts provides classes to
undergraduate and graduate
levels, and even community
courses. Letterpress, bookbinding, papermaking and
photography are some of the
courses you would find in their
program.
The exhibit will continue
until April I2. The Center for
Book and Paper Arts is located
at 218 S. Wabash, 7th floor.

'Confession' triggers reaction
By Christina Joly

Correspondenr
Did you happen to see a half naked man lying on a
cross in the Hokin Gallery last week? This piece of
installation art, called "Confession," is part of an ongoing series running until May 2. It has created quite a
commotion in Columbia's coffee house.
Each week one to two new pieces of installation art
will be shown in the Hok.in as part of a class assignment.
The class is Installation Art taught by Phil Berkman of
the Art and Design Department. Phil says that installation art is "not theater, [but it] sometimes resembles theater. It adapts art work. It's art that sunrounds you."
The artist of "Confession" is Jennifer E. Neary. This
is her first semester at Columbia. Phil says that he gives
his students "free reign" to allow for the greatest individual expression. Jennifer laughs and says that the only
instructions given for the assignment were "to do an
installation." As a teacher of art, Phil does not want to
impose his ideas on his class. The students tum in proposals and discuss their art, but it is not actually seen
until it is installed. ,
Jennifer's installation consists of a reclined wooden
cross set upon a folds of white fabric. Scattered around
on the floor were cigarette packs, bottles of liquor and
beer, and Exacto blades. On the cross lay Jeff Klein
Damnit, an artist and friend of Jennifer's. His arms were
taped down to the Gross. He wore a cloth around his
waist and fishnet stockings. Black lipstick and eye makeup darkened his face. Heavy guitar music played in the

background. Phil's upper body was covered in black
marker. Written on him were his own lyrics that tell of
suffering: "Stuck on the ceiling starting to fall understand nothing knowing it all tear bums like acid digs into
cheek it all goes from bad to worse every week."
Jennifer sat at a table a few feet away from the installation, watching the reaction of passersby. The reactions
are varied but it's obvious by the dropped jaws and wide
eyes that this piece of art is making an impact. Jennifer
says she's gotten very extreme responses from people,
from suing they want to kill Jeff to saying they want to
follow ftim.
"It's~~!." says an Art History major who wished to
remain anonymous, "at the same time it's real morbid."
"It's a spit in the face at Jesus," says an anonymous
Music major. Many of the spectators have voiced anger
at the presumed slam at religion. "Jesus was black," says
a student, "why don't they put the Pope up there?"
Jennifer says her installation "has little to do with religion." Her intention was to show a "physical display of
inner torment." "It's about what we do to ourselves," she
says. Phil is quiet in the background but also listening to
the responses. " It bothers some people," he says, "but
they know it's the positive side of creativity."
Whatever your reaction, Jennifer E. Neary has certainly caused a controversy on the Columbia campus.
She has brought the spirit of the school, freedom of
expression, to a visual extreme. Watch for new installations in the coming week in the front comer of the Hokin
Gallery. Even instructor Phil Berkman does not know
what might emerge.
by

CERTAIN CONFUSION

Face Value

Brian Cattapan

lh Laura Stoecker

\Vho best represents an old girlfriend of ~·ours: Bride of Frankenstein, \\'onder 'woman. :\led usa or the
\\'irked \\'itch of the \\'est '!

Cameron L. Riggs
Senior
Film/ Video

Ronit Bezalel
Graduate Student
Film

Bob Monahan
Freshman
Sound

Jeromy Bishop
Freshman
Fine Art

Paul Gilbert
Junior
Photography

Rui Kaneya
Sophomore
Journalism

Medusa--She had a
look that could turn you
to stone; and that hair... !

k.d . lang. Because
she's Canadian and she
has a good haircut.

He-man. Lots
drugs for her.

Oatmeal...
Her
appearance and smell.
Oatmeal is also very
vindictive.

The wicked witch
from The Wizard of Oz.
Because after I got to
know her I realized whal
a mean bitch she was.

Medusa. She's got
nice pets on her head.

